GEO-GLO
(Eocene Ohsocene Miocene Pliocene Pleisto
cene) Post tertiary (most recent rocks) See
F44.
Geometrical Progression is a term used to indicate
a succession of numbers which increase or
decrease at an eaual ratio—as J 9 27 or 64
16 4
Geometry is the branch of mathematics which
demonstrates the properties of figures and the
distances of points of space from each other by
means of deductions It is a science of reason
from fundamental axioms and was perfected
by Euclid about 300 b c The books of Euclid
contain a full elucidation of the science though
supplemented in modern tunes by Descartes
Newton and Carnot Of recent years non
Euclidean geometry has been developed.
Geophysics the branches of physics which are
concerned with the earth and its atmosphere
Meteorology geomagnetism aurora and air
glow ionosphere solar activity cosmic rays
glaciology oceanography seismology nuclear
radiation in the atmosphere rockets and satel
htea—all these are geophysical subjects The
object of the International Geophysical Year
1957-58 was to investigate the physical
phenomena occurring on and around the earth
by means of carefully co ordinated observations
made simultaneously ill over the Uobe
George-Noble a gold coin so called from St
George ind the dneon depicted on its obverse
First issued in the reign of Henry "VTTI
German Silver an alloy of copper zinc ind nickel
and used in the manufacture of table ware such
as spoons forks etc
Germanium A grey hard brittle chemical
element symbol Ge chemically related to silicon
and tin Discovered by tinkler m 1886 Its
richest ore i« germ mite contaiumK 6% of the
metal Coal is also a relatively rich source
Since 1948 it has assumed great importance as a
semi conducting material for makmt, tran
sistors (<? v ) Because of this it has been so
intensively studied that more is known about
its physical properties than about those of any
other element
fiesta Romanorum (Latin = deeds of the Romans)
a mediaeval collection of Latin stones of un
known authorship which circulated widely to
Europe during the Middle Ages First printed
m the 15th cent The stories were used by
Chaucer Shakespeare and other writers who
found many romantic incidents and legends
which they were able to turn to good account
Gestation, the carrying of young in animals during
pregnancy varies considerably in its length
In the case of an elephant the period is 21
months a camel 12 months a cow 9 months
a cat 8 weeks a horse 48 weeks a dog 9
weeks and a pig 16 weeks Hens ait for
21 days geese 30 swans 42 turkeys 38
pigeons 18
Geysers hot springs of volcanic origination and
action are remarkable for the fact that they
throw out huge streams of boiliut, water in
stead of lava as m the case of a volcano The
most famous geysers are those of Iceland which
number over a hundred, the principal one having
an opening 70 ft in diameter and discharging
a column of water to a height of 200 ft There
are also geysers in the Yellowstone region of
America and some in New Zealand Also a
device now to common domestic use for heating
running water Quickly by gas or electricity
Ghost-Moth or Ghost Swift an interesting Doctor
nal insect (Hemalus ftumitii) common m
England possessing hi the male a white collar
and known for its habit of hovenng with a
pendulum like action in the twilight over a
particular spot where the female is concealed
Giambeaux, metal armour for the legs and shins
worn by the warriors of Bichard H s reign.
Gibbon, the name of a long armed ape mainly in
habiting S.E Asia It is without tail and
possesses the power of very rapid movement
among the trees of the forests
Gin, a well known spirit distilled from malt or
barley and flavoured with the juniper berry The
principal varieties are the Tfyigriiah and Amen
can. known as Gin or Dry Gin and the
Dutch, referred to as jenever or Hollandse
jenever In Germany and Austria it is called
"Schnapps The word 6m is an ab-
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breviation of    Geneva     both being primarily
derived from the French genievre (juniper)
Ginger is obtained from a reed like, perennial plant
grown in tropical countries There are two
varieties black ginger and grey ginger The
former 13 obtained by peeling and drying the
root the latter by scalding and drying Ginger
is largely used as a condiment
Giraffe the tallest of existing animals reaching a
height of from 18 to 20 ft when full grown.
Its sloping back and elongated neck seem to be
the natural evolution of an animal that has to
feed on the branches of trees It is a native of
Africa is of a light fawn colour marked with
darker spots and has a prehensile tongue
Giralda, a beautiful and remarkable example of
Arabian art erected m 1195 at Seville still in
existence    Minarets  similar   to  the   Giralda
are to be found at Morocco  Tunis  and Tet
uan
Glaciers form m the higher Alpine ranges, and are
immense consolidated masses of snow which
are gradually impelled by then* force down
the mountain sides until they reach a point
where the temperature causes them to melt and
they ran off to streams From such glaciers the
five great rivers the Rhine the Po the RhSne
the Inn and the Adige have their source The
longest of the Swiss glaciers is the Gross
Aletsch which sometimes extends over 10 miles
Some of the glaciers of the Himalayas are *bur
times as long The Muir in Alaska is of
enormous magnitude and that of Justeldals
Brae in Norway is the largest in Europe
Gladiators were professional athletes and com
batants in ancient Home contesting with each
other or with wild beasts At first they were
drawn from the slave and prisoner classes ex
clumvely but so much were the successful gladi
ators held m esteem that men came to make a
profession of athletics and gladiatorial training
schools were established When a gladiator
was vanquished without being killed m combat
it was left with the spectators to decide his fete
death being voted by holding the hands out
with tbe thumb turned inward and life by put-
ting forth the hands with the thumb extended
Gladiatorial shows were the chief public displays
m Borne from the 3rd to the 4th cent A.J3
Glass a Substance obtained from the fusion of
shea (sand) with various bases and is more or
less transparent There are ntunerou^ Mnds of
glass tout they group themselves under one or
other of the following classifications —Flint
glass or crystal whose components are potash,
silica and oxide of lead window glass, made
from soda lime and silica Bohemian glass
containing potash lime and silica and bottle
glass composed of soda lime alumina silica
and oxide of iron Heatproof glasses used
for making cooking utensils contain boron.
Glass was made by the Phoenicians and was
familiar m ancient Egypt The Egyptians
introduced it into Home In the Middle Ages
Venice was famed for its glass manufactures
but after the 17th cent Bohemia acquired
pre-eminence English glass reached its highest
level of artistic design to the 17th and 18th
cent Window glass was not used m this coun
try for dwellings until the end of the Middle Ages
Glass-Snake genus Ophisaurus of legless lizards
with long fragile tails capable of re generation
when broken. Six species are known in S J5
Europe SW Asia, Indo-Chma andN America
Attains a length of about 2 ft mc-fri colouring
green, with black and yellow markings,
Glauconite A green mineral chemically a
hydrated silicate of potassium and iron Com
monly found in marine sands (hence these rocks
are known as greensands ) and sandstones
Glaucus is a curious genus of sea slugs often called
the Sea Lizard belonging to the molluscs It is
without shell and has a soft body with horny
mouth and four tentacles. It is a native of the
Atlantic, and is not more than 12 in. hi length.
Glee, an unaccompanied piece foi three or more
voices. Glee singing was popular in England
during the 18th and early 19th cent and glee-
clubs are still to existence
Globigerlna, an oceanic umceUolar animalcule with
a perforated shell and occurring in certain parts
of the Atlantic in such vast numbers as to form
a bed of chalk ooze with their empty sheila.

